Last Friday the children from Years 1 to 4 participated at the Mount Gambier Music Eisteddfod. They played their recorders beautifully and proudly represented our school. Each group played two songs and received favourable comments from the adjudicator.

All of the Year 1 and Year 2 students played ‘Kites’ and ‘Thinking’. They played very well and were placed second.

The Year 3 and 4 class played ‘St. Lewis Blues’ and ‘The Gobstopper Waltz’ and were placed first in the section.

Dean’s illustration of him playing the recorder.

Both classes completed a ‘Six Hat’ thinking exercise where they reflected on the recorder eisteddfod. This included feelings, benefits, problems, facts, ideas for the future (creativity) and a summary.
Classes from Years 3 to 7 are learning about Parisien Buildings. Last week the Year 3 and 4 class found some interesting facts about the Eiffel Tower, then they completed stencils of the Tower. One interesting fact was that it is painted every 7 years and they use 60,000 tons of paint! It is put together with 18,000 metal pieces and 2 and a half million rivets.

William Scanlon chose a window at the Palace of Versailles and completed a sketch.

Jye also made a window from the Palace of Versailles.

Ashley stencilled a brightly coloured Eiffel Tower. Perhaps it could be the new colour scheme to be used the next time they paint it.

Lachie’s Chez Paris shopfront.